Building better opportunities Progress Report Nov
16 – April 17
This progress report has been compiled with support by students who
attend the Building better opportunities project.
On 28th November 2016, the Building better opportunities project
officially began.
Facet is one of the thirteen partners headed by TCHC who have received
funding form the Big Lottery Fund and European Social Fund to support
people who are disadvantaged in the work place to look at gaining
confidence to find work and learn about business through enterprise, the
project will run until July 2019.

Our project runs over three days a week
supporting 20 people to gain an insight to work
or work related training.

Richard and Helen have been employed to cowork with the groups to ensure the project is
person led.

We started off by getting to know each
other and talk about our aims, hobbies,
likes, dislikes so everyone could start to
develop a person-centred plan.

Through the PCP we could look at everyone’s skills and match these to
what people would like to achieve.

As part of the project everyone were supported to work toward a
Gateway qualification in Enterprise.

Everyone also completed a numeracy and literacy
assessment as part of their learning.

Ben and Ashley visited a shop FACET rent
to look at the potential of starting a small
enterprise there in the future.

At the start date we have filled 16 of the 20 places available in the project.

A group visited a new craft shop in
Whittlesey which is run by people
who are supported. It gave everyone
the opportunity to see how it had
been set up.

In January 2017 two people joined the
course on a Friday, taking the group to 5.

Lisa also accesses a woodwork group at FACET and is
making a product as part of an idea to sell wooden garden
products.

A group met up in March to research local
facilities to see what they offered and how
we could link in with them in the future,
these included the library and Fenland@
your service.

We picked up small items like picture frames, shades etc. to upcycle from
the furniture shop.

We were donated wooden boxes to
upcycle.

Holly & Kyle have started to repaint a
chest of drawer unit in a shabby chic style.

A person is also looking into scanning
barcodes on DVDs and CDs and uploading
to Ziffit, this way Facet can make some
money.

Members of the groups are also experimenting
making pencil holders, coasters and pencil cases
from recycled plastic bottles and bags.

1 person has progressed off the project by moving into part time work.

By February, the project has increased to 19 people being supported.

Other members of the groups have designed computer courses, archery
sessions, making pencil cases, redesigning small items of furniture as part of the
practical side to the enterprise qualification.

Members of the group are also looking at different work/voluntary
placements. They are being supported to research different employers, find
contact details and write up a first contact letter.

1 person has emailed two pre schools to see whether they will be
able to offer a work placement.

Another person has researched local stable and
liveries and contacted these to see whether they
can also offer a placement.

Members of the group are also producing items as part of their Gateway
qualification. These include pencil holders, pencil cases and coasters made
from recycled plastic bottles and bags. Items of furniture which have been
repainted in a shabby chic style and individual pieces of art work. We are
looking to sell these in the FACET shops.

Building better opportunities has also enrolled Janice as
a student, but is also volunteering at FACET to support
students in the art department.

2 people have researched
employment websites and have
applied for jobs in retail

Michael finished upcycling a small drawer box.

Holly and Kyle finished upcycling a nest of tables.
These will go out to the facet shop to be displayed
and sold.

All students have now completed level 1 in Enterprise qualification.
Gemma and Trevor, who are managers for Specsavers in March, came along to
talk about work experience opportunities, what Specsavers offers as a business,
the staff structure and interview techniques in a question and answer session
with people who attend the Employability and Enterprise qualifications.

